CAMECA ® is in the process of re-structuring its ISdb TM , IVAS TM , and DAVis TM programs for atom probe tomography (APT). The currently separate programs are being brought together as modules within a new AP Suite TM . This new suite not only enables data transfer between the modules, but several new features that provide clear improvements to existing APT analyses.
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AP Suite introduces three new mass spectrum analysis features to improve analysis accuracy: spatial ranging, and automated peak ranging and identification. Currently, IVAS utilizes a single set of global peak definitions which greatly limits interpretation of mass spectrum. Incorrect peak definitions for multiphase materials are difficult to avoid when a single peak range requires different definitions for each phase. Spatial ranging allows range definitions to be changed for multiple, user-defined regions of interest within a data set. This results in more accurate compositional analyses, as shown in Fig. 1 . In addition, two important sources of analysis variability result from analyst-dependent peak identification and peak ranging processes [1] . In AP Suite, auto peak-identification, based on Bayesian statistical analysis of the spectrum [2] , and auto range-limit generation, are designed to further reduce analyst-dependent variation.
APT experiments are controlled by automated voltage adjustment to maintain a constant ion detection rate. This is a simple and effective method, but additional controls, such as adjusting the laser pulse energy to maintain a constant charge-state-ratio, have been created which rely on analysis of the mass spectrum. AP Suite contains new functionality within the DAVis program to correct and actively calibrate the mass spectrum during an acquisition. This improves the capability of control algorithms, like the constant charge-state-ratio, and opens the door to more advanced control schemes based on detection of compositionally-distinct features [3] .
New display features are also available with AP Suite. Specimens analyzed by APT are often imaged with correlative techniques [4] . Overlay of the 3D APT data with the 2D images from other techniques allow for direct comparisons and deeper insights into the nature of the materials under investigation (see Fig. 2 ). IVAS 4 TM introduces a new APT file format; an extensible file format which allows files to be created with only the desired information and allows new types of information to be defined and included in the future without breaking existing tools. The most common file format for reconstructed APT data is the POS format. This is a simple binary file consisting of the X, Y and Z coordinates, and the mass-to-charge value of each ion [5] . At times, additional information is required to enable novel analyses [6] . The EPOS and ATO file formats contain additional records for each ion, but they require the generation of a larger data file than may be needed [5] . The APT format allows for inclusion of new ion information to enable new analyses in the future, without changing the format and breaking existing tools.
The IVAS 4 module in AP Suite allows external tools to be plugged into the analysis tree to execute a custom analysis algorithm on the data. These external tools can access any data in the APT file and will 
